Projects for intelligent and smart cities:
drivers and barriers of cities transformation with digital technologies
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1. Introduction: The paper
• Projects for making intelligent/smart cities
• An inquiry on the typology of SC projects, their
digital-institutional-physical dimensions, the city
ecosystems under transformation, the type of impact,
and success and failure factors.
• Understanding the size of effort and resources for the
transformation of cities with digital technologies
Some clarifications about the terms: city, intelligent city,
smart city:
• City, intelligent city, smart city are entities of the
physical / social world. However, at present, IC and
SC refer mainly to planning than geography
• Differences between IC and SC concern the
technologies used and the way ‘intelligence” or
“smartness” is produced, with SC using mainly
algorithmic solutions and IoT
• Beside the differences, we use the terms alternately
as denoting the same phenomena of city innovation
through digital technology

City: an agglomeration of
ecosystems; a system of systems

City

Smart city: city of data, IoT,
automation, algorithmic solutions

Intelligent city: city of digital
endowments, capabilities, innovation

Smart city
Intelligent
city

The survey on SC projects
• Based on case studies described in
the book “Smart City Emergence”
edited by L. Anthopoulos
• 20 case studies from Europe, US,
south America, Asia, Africa. 17 cases
included in the survey, offering a
clear description of smart city
projects
• Additional online resources per case
• Data available at
https://www.komninos.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2021/04/IDEASSmart-city-projects-from-aroundthe-world.pdf

Elsevier, Smart City Series
Editors: Tan Yigitcanlar, Nicos Komninos, Mark Deakin

2. The ecosystem is the main organising entity of SC projects
• A very clear message from the case studies is about
the setting of smart city projects and solutions per
ecosystem
• The Table shows the city ecosystems in which
projects are implemented: 86 ecosystems in 17
cities. On average 5 ecosystems per city.
• 16 different ecosystems were identified, classified
per (a) areas, (b) activities, and (c) networks.
• These three types of ecosystems have quite
different locational behaviour: area-based
ecosystems cluster spatially to form city districts,
activity-based ecosystems spread throughout the
city, and network-based ecosystems locate along
the axis and transport networks.

• Most frequently projects fall into ecosystems
related to networks (broadband, mobility, energy,
etc.) (51.16%); then follow ecosystems related to
activities (economy, health, safety, etc.) (45.35%);
and a few only cities work with area-based
ecosystems, such as district renewal, port and
university campus renovation (3.49%).

How many ecosystems can we define in a smart city?

Abercrombie: a few area-based

Giffinger et al. (2007): 6 activity based

Frost & Sullivan: 8, most network based

At least 20 for any city. The number scales up if we consider digital ecosystems also
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2. Projects per ecosystem: intelligence depends on innovation than technology

Source: FG-SCC, I. T. U. T. (2015). Setting the framework for an ICT architecture
of a smart sustainable city. Focus Group Technical Specifications, 49.

➢ There is high diversity of smart city projects across ecosystems. However, inside an ecosystem, the diversity is
low and similar projects are to be found in across cities, regardless of the geography, size, or wealth
• The significance of this observation is paramount: The same digital technologies deployed in two different
ecosystems lead to totally different projects and solutions for digitalisation or optimisation.

• The diversity of context, actors, physical infrastructures, and social processes prevail over the homogeneity of
digital technologies.
• The challenge for smart city projects inside each ecosystem is on the side of project design and innovation
rather than on the use of technology

Projects and applications per ecosystem
• At URENIO we classified smart
city solutions / applications per
city ecosystem
• ICOS is a repository of software.
190 applications in 5 fields / 20
subfields
•
•
•
•
•

Innovation economy
Living / quality of life in cities
City infrastructure
City governance
Generic

• Open repository, anyone can
submit an application
• Available at
https://icos.urenio.org/

2. Impact: type of projects / type of impact on activity routines
Project type

Project type

No of
cases

Impact level

%

Creation of eservices

96

46,06

Data creation,
monitoring,
analytics

28

13,59

Complex cyberphysical projects

82

39,81

Total

206

100

3. Conclusion: (a) typology of intelligent/smart city projects

➢The identification of driving conditions suggests that major dimensions of smart city projects are
those of the (1) ecosystem of reference, (2) the drivers of intelligence, and (3) the impact with
various degrees of city routines transformation.
➢This allows for defining a typology of smart city projects by those three dimensions. The outcome is
the “Intelligent City Cube” in which projects are classified per these dimensions and three
properties per dimension
➢27 types of projects show the complexity and the size of effort for the transformation of cities with
digital technologies

3. Conclusion: (b) Projects implementation barriers
• The analysis of projects we have developed reveals some
major barriers to the success and impact of smart city
projects.
• Most barriers are organisational, legal, and institutional:
This can be explained by the social and institutional inertia of
the urban system against new solutions, especially when
innovation and radical change of the existing operation
routines take place. Technology is the easiest part.
• Change management should be a permanent companion of
smart city projects implementation, and the modification of
routines should be clearly defined and considered already at
the design phase of the project.
• User engagement and agreement is important. In one case
we have implemented, the opposition of residents against
the controlled parking system in a housing district has forced
the authorities to revoke its application.
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